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Is mind reading an invasion of privacy?

What's wrong with genetic experimentation?      

How many identities can one person have?      

Are the X-Men advocates of civil rightsand social change?      

Do mutants have "human" rights?      

X-Men is one of the most popular comic-book franchises ever, captivating millions with its teeming X-Verse of genetic mutants who have been unleashing their unique special powers in the service of both good and evil since 1963. Focusing on identity and personal conflict as much as action and adventure, this bestselling series is full of complex characters and storylines that are deeply influenced by important philosophical questions. Through philosophical greats like Aristotle, Sartre, Camus, Levinas, and others, X-Men and Philosophy shows how this remarkable series speaks not only to generations of pop culture audiences, but to the very heart of the human condition.
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Python Essential Reference (3rd Edition) (Developer's Library)Sams Publishing, 2006
Python Essential Reference, Second Edition, is the definitive guide to the Python programming language. Designed for programmers, it covers the core language, more than 100 modules in the standard library, and the techniques used to extend Python with compiled procedures in C or C++. Coverage expands upon and clarifies existing Python...
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Agile Product Development: How to Design Innovative Products That Create Customer ValueApress, 2015

	Discover what it takes to develop products that blow your users away—and take market share from your competitors. This book will explain how the principles behind agile product development help designers, developers, architects, and product managers create awesome products; and how to look beyond a shiny user interface to build a great...
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Trust-Based Selling: Finding and Keeping Customers for LifeApress, 2015

	The first year of developing a new sales territory or customer list is a daunting task—especially in dog-eat-dog industries. The traditional advice is to train quickly on product, grab a customer list, start calling for appointments, discover opportunities, and close deals. In fact, almost every sales model out there is based on nothing...
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TCP/IP Network AdministrationO'Reilly, 1998
This book is intended for everyone who has a UNIX computer connected to a TCP/IP network. This
obviously includes the network managers and the system administrators who are responsible for setting
up and running computers and networks, but it also includes any user who wants to understand how his
or her computer communicates with...
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Microsoft Windows 7 Administrator's Reference: Upgrading, Deploying, Managing, and Securing Windows 7Syngress Publishing, 2010

	Microsoft Windows 7 Administrator's Reference gives you a complete overview of all the important day-to-day duties for which administrators are responsible. From a complete overview of upgrading and implementing to a detailed view of security in Windows 7, this book will keep you on track. Coverage includes: installing and...
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Essential Facebook Development: Build Successful Applications for the Facebook PlatformAddison Wesley, 2009
“What sets this title apart is the authors’ deep insight of how to leverage the Facebook API to create wildly successful applications. They even provide instructions of how to a/b test, track, and analyze metrics to increase the exposure and engagement of your applications. Their knowledge is practical and after...
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